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Hilarious
outrage

“A

t a certain age, I began to
think less about sex and
more about tableware.”
So Airini Beautrais opens
her sharp and confronting, though often
funny, short-story collection with a
strait-laced science educator rebuffing
her husband’s clumsy if well-meaning
attempts at spontaneity. Who would want
a trip to Rarotonga? Far better to have
matching dinner plates and perfectly
stacked spoons. Enter Don the entomologist, with his beetle books, microscopes
and a dogmatic refusal to sleep in anything

It’s hell
out there

Booker winner’s
misjudged overdose of
the horrors ahead.

W

but white Belgian linen:
This is not what you
want, I told myself. You like
neatness. You like distance. I
pressed him against a wall.
“Let’s not do this in here,”
he breathed, close to my ear.
“There are one hundred and ninety years of
collecting in this little room and I don’t want
to damage anything.”

plight to burnt koalas screaming in the
bush, to the corpses of birds, to firestorms,
to extinctions, to smoky hell on Earth.
The hospital rules out more treatment,
so the wealthy Terzo resorts to pulling
strings, and the old woman’s torture
resumes. The dying gets more
graphic and the attempts to
prolong life more technical,
but still her children refuse
to let nature take its course.
Outside, the bush is burning,
and everything that matters is
being allowed to die.
The novel quickly becomes
so gruelling it’s like fighting your way through the
apocalypse and running into
a prophet who subjects you
to a hell-fire harangue while
brandishing his totems. This twee and
ersatz device, for example: as Francie
deteriorates, bits of Anna start disappearing. A finger, a knee. Eventually one of
her breasts. Like all fictional gimmicks,
it’s a bit tricky to maintain. Anna goes to
a doctor, who doesn’t notice the missing
parts. Some people do notice, but react
in a puzzlingly low-key way. Anna limps

about, unnerved, but not reacting with the
hysterics one would expect. At this stage
the reader, having got the symbolism, is so
harassed and irritated and depressed that
the reaction is similarly low-key; oh, right,
another bit of Anna’s fallen off. Indeed,
how meaningful. Because
we’re all dying. And nature’s
dying. And the bush is burning, and extinction’s coming.
Now, grimly, Flanagan takes
things up a notch. The horror
intensifies. Relationships are
shallow, people are transfixed
and dehumanised by screens.
By the time Anna’s estranged
hermit son’s face falls off (you
could see it coming), the reader’s mood has shifted from
depression to incredulity.
It can surely only be Flanagan’s Bookerwinning success with earlier novels that
has licensed this nightmare. I reviewed
his last novel, First Person, with respect. It
seemed worthy of a good review and not
too tyrannical, or sadistic.
It’s not that we’re frivolous and don’t
want to face the truth. We get it and we
agree. We get climate change and the

deadening effect of screens, and the
death of love, and the disconnection from
nature. We understand that the wrong
questions are being asked, the wrong
things are being valued. The world: it’s
insane, nasty and everybody dies.
The answer to “the future of the novel”
(which Flanagan has written about)
is surely not to produce something so
unreadable that people are put off altogether. The answer is not to pin us down
and show us reels of hell and screaming
koalas and tortured flesh and unnatural dying, to reflect so defeatedly the
inhumanity and nihilism that you sink
beneath the surface of your own protest;
the answer is surely to transcend, because
“the novel” allows you to.
You don’t have to paint a false picture.
But you don’t have to write like a relentless, dust-streaked prophet, raving at the
converted. It’s like being beaten up by the
harbinger of doom. Mr Doom the novelist,
eyes full of smoke, mad with power, putting us straight, laying it on like hell. l

n Kate Mildenhall’s
fast-paced and allconsuming novel THE
MOTHER FAULT
(Simon & Schuster, $38), the
Australia of the future is
chillingly believable.
It’s a world where sea-level
rise, extreme storms and climate refugees have become
dismal reality. A shooting
at a football match, a bank
hack and a biological threat
have enabled a big-moneybacked government to seize
extraordinary powers over
its citizens, complete with
a “we’re all in this together”
message. An all-seeing, allcontrolling Department runs
everything and all citizens
have a chip inserted under
their skin so that they can be
tracked.
Trained geologist and
former activist Mim (Miriam)
Elliott has been quietly
raising her young family,
although she remains suspicious of the BestLife villages
that care for the “vulnerable” and took away her
beloved brother. Then Mim’s
husband disappears from a
mining project he’s working
on in Indonesia, which puts
Mim and her family under
suspicion. The Department
will do everything to stop
her finding Ben, but Mim is
willing to take huge risks to
discover what has happened,
and we have the uncomfortable feeling that there’s no
going back.

hen Francie is admitted
to a Tasmanian hospital,
her adult children, Anna,
Tommy and Terzo, refuse
to let her die, instead subjecting her to the
pain and distress of aggressive medical
interventions. She spends the whole of
Richard Flanagan’s new novel trapped in
a pitiful state while her children ignore
her pleas for release. As Francie suffers, nature is in crisis, climate change is
happening and Australia is going up in
flames. We move from Francie’s awful

THE LIVING SEA OF WAKING
DREAMS, by Richard Flanagan (Knopf
Australia, $37)

Steven Conte’s THE TOLSTOY ESTATE (Fourth
Estate, $35) is set in winter
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Airini Beautrais:
an often funny
collection.
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A dystopic turn for Australia, and
Tolstoy’s pile is taken over.

I

by GILL SOUTH

Kate Mildenhall and Steven
Conte.
1941, when the German army
invaded western Russia in
Operation Barbarossa. An
accompanying military
medical corps sets up a field
hospital at Count Leo Tolstoy’s former grand estate,
Yasnaya Polyana. One of its
medics, surgeon Paul Bauer,
strikes up an initially chilly
friendship with the estate’s
curator, Katerina Trubetzkaya, who has no time for his
stumbling Russian. Bauer, a
well-read widower, is wryly
aware that he is in the literary heart of Russia, where
Tolstoy wrote War and Peace,
which describes Napoleon’s
unsuccessful invasion of
Russia.
Conte, winner of Australia’s Prime Minister’s
Literary Award, writes with
convincing detail of the
challenges to the ill-prepared
German army in taking on
this inhospitably cold country. Life during this six-week
period is a gruesome parade
of emergency war surgery,
and in the downtime this
mismatched group of medics
find ways to escape the horrors of war. To everyone’s
bewilderment, the erratic
commanding officer, Julius
Metz, becomes fixated on
Tolstoy and his reputed
ghost. Bauer, meanwhile,
continues to woo Trubetzkaya, but it’s not long before
war separates the ill-fated
couple. A sweeping historical
drama with a heart that uses
the period and literature in
skewering the foolish actions
of men and women. l

CAT BLACK

TRACEY GRANT

by CHARLOTTE GRIMSHAW

An Ocker shocker

apartment block – until a putrid smell
makes their lives unbearable, a brown
stain appears on Frau Dickmann’s ceiling,
and where has Martin disappeared?
Perhaps one of Beautrais’ most impressive skills is mining the hilarity in the
thoughts and deeds of deplorable men. I
alternately laughed and ached.
Herr Rabe looked at his wife and decided
it was her fault. No one could gaze at her
nakedness and maintain an erection.
However, after the divorce, subsequent
experiments eventually convinced him that
the problem had a mechanical basis.
The baddest Toroa in town is perhaps the
collection’s most unusual story, involving
an albatross heckling a poet at an openmic night. Somehow it works. Another
delves deeply into the pain of rejection
with a woman’s tortured spying on her
lost, now married, ex-boyfriend.
There is no cheap closure in Beautrais’
stories – all ask questions and unsettle,
and no more so than the final story, A quiet
death, in which a terminally ill woman’s
desire for a peaceful end is cruelly
wrested away. Although she is silenced,
we roar with rage. l

Airini Beautrais serves
up poetic justice to
men behaving badly.
by AMY McDAID

Popular fiction

The educator wants order, but her love
affair with Don will bring disruption –
and violence. It’s a fitting opening to the
title story in Bug Week.
Beautrais uses her background in
poetry and ecological science to tell
sinewy stories that simmer with female
outrage and a muted, yet powerful defiance. In Sin City, a young wife dodges sex
at her husband’s swingers’ parties by
rigging the bowl of keys so she gets the
elderly impotent. In Trashing the flowers, a
women’s refuge resident destroys
a gift from her abusive husband.
She is surprised by how fast
the petals pulp. The weight of her,
grinding them into the pimpled
slab of concrete. The leaves take
longer, but they do shred. She’s also
surprised by how angry she feels,
but no sound comes out. It’s a tremendous, powerful, silent anger.
Beautrais deploys images of rot
and decay to underline society’s
sickness, particularly in regard
to male entitlement. In A pair of
hands, body parts wash up by a
river, interrupting a romantic picnic. In A
summer of scents, we follow the humdrum
lives of elderly residents in a German
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